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PRESS RELEASE 
Paws for Chocolate: Everyone’s Favorite Treat, Now 
Available in the Paws N Claws Holiday Shop                 

Paws N Claws Eyewear partners with a Pittsburgh staple: Betsy Ann Chocolates. Great taste and a 
good cause combine for a treat that makes the perfect holiday gift for the chocolate-lovin’,          
animal-lovin’ person in your life. 
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Pittsburgh, PA, November 12, 2015:  Chocolate may be a no-no for dogs, but it’s a solid yes for many humans all around the 

world! This holiday season, the philanthropic company Paws N Claws will partner wit Betsy Ann Chocolates to offer some “sweet” 

deals in their new holiday shop. Not that Paws N Claws Eyewear needs any help in regards to being sweet: they already donate 

a portion of all proceeds to the ASPCA to help animals in need. Their latest initiatives involve bonding with fellow socially-minded 

companies to expand their reach and consequently, how much they’re able to give back to the animal welfare community. 

Philanthropy is a keystone of the Paws N Claws Eyewear brand and its partners, and it always has been. Since the inception of 

Paws N Claws Eyewear, they have given a portion of all profits to the ASPCA to help animals in need. But why chocolate, and 

why now? 

Paws N Claws president Sam Shapiro explains:  

“"Everyone here at the Paws N Claws office has fallen in love with Betsy Ann's Sea Salt Caramel Pretzels. We then learned that 

Jim and Karen Paras of Betsy Ann Chocolates  truly appreciate the work we do with the ASPCA. So now, in addition to carrying 

select flavors of Grounds & Hounds Coffee,  Paws N Claws Eyewear is extremely excited to be offering Betsy Ann American 

Chocolate for the upcoming holiday season, as well,” he said. 
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Contact: Sam Shapiro !
Eyedeals Eyewear 
Phone: 1-800-223-0167 
Fax: (412) 351-3633
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Paws N Claws has also recently participated with Vision Monday for a #PetsInSpex social media contest, held their own fall pho-

to contest, and are once again involved in the Thanks for Paws initiative in partnership with Pittsburgh Pet Connections Maga-

zine, in addition to their work with Grounds & Hounds Coffee Company.  

!
To learn more about Paws N Claws Eyewear, visit www.pawsnclawseyewear.com, or follow Paws N’ Claws Eyewear on Face-

book, Instagram, and Twitter. Press inquires contact Ashley Boynes-Shuck at ambshuck@gmail.com or Sam Shapiro at 

sam@pawsnclawseyewear.com.
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